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Hi!

Welcome. In this catalog you will find almost
all the paintings I have painted up to 2022.
Would you like to know more about a work of
art? Please contact the gallery.

Flows Like Air

90 X 90 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
GOLD PEN
BLACK/ WHITE COLORED FRAME
063. FLOWS LIKE AIR
A warm breeze blowing through your
hair. Summery scents all around you.
With "Flows Like Air" the sun in your
heart will begin to shine again, as if
by itself.

Fluffy Violets

058. FLUFFY VIOLETS
During a walk I came across some wild violets.
I thought, how nice it would be if you could lay
in a field full of violets, feel the softness of the
leaves, smell the sweet scent of the flowers,
but all that without snapping the flowers.
Because that would be a shame. Not much
later I made this one. The painting now hangs
in Dubai. The gold in the painting reflects
Dubai's glitz and glamour.

120 X 40 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
GOLD PEN
BLACK/ WHITE COLORED FRAME
DUBAI, UAE

Wild India

034. WILD INDIA
An evening listening to Spotify
suggestions brought me new
inspiration. An Indian song came along
called "To My Groom" by Ishvari. It was
beautiful. I imagined myself in India.
And judging by the title, the song
seemed to be about a woman singing
something beautiful to her future
husband. A little later, when I grabbed
the paint brushes and played the song
again, this painting emerged. "Wild
India".

70 X 90 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS

Events & Expos

Distributed Wealth

70 X 90 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
METALLIC PEN
BLACK/ WHITE COLORED FRAME
ALMELO, THE NETHERLANDS

057. DISTRIBUTED WEALTH
This painting was commissioned by someone whose
goal is to end world poverty, by distributing wealth
fairly through block chain. The Fibonacci sequence,
his family and other symbols related to his goal are
incorporated into the painting.

It's Coming

When a drop of paint started running by its own
free will one day, this was the inspiration for a
totally new style and art series.

70 X 70 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK/ GOLD COLORED FRAME

064. IT'S COMING
Why is audacious big thinking, hope and faith
better than realism? With this way of living
you can see possibilities. With realism
everything stays as it is and chances are you
won't try anything new. It's Coming is a
painting that reminds you to keep all
possibilities open. The red in the painting
represents the power to act and go for
something, especially when faced with life's
darkest challenges.

Countries In The Sky
120 X 40 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
GOLD FOIL
PEN
CREAM WHITE/ GOLD COLORED FRAME

069. COUNTRIES IN THE SKY
I had almost finished this painting
when war broke out between Russia
and Ukraine. It was winter and I longed
for spring and summer without
Corona. Enjoying the good life, seeing
lush green nature and feeling the
warm sun on my skin. Eating delicious
foods and drinking wine in good
company. That's what the painting
represented to me in the first place.
When I finished the painting, I looked
at the sky I painted. Intuitively I had
used the colors yellow, red and blue.
And that wasn't the only thing. The
clouds were like countries. It's
remarkable to see how environmental
factors unconsciously influence your
work. I wish the happiness of the good
life that this painting depicts to all
people in the world.

Pretty In Pink

065. PRETTY IN PINK
The painting "Pretty in Pink", is an expression of
love and vulnerability. Why keep all that beauty
inside? Life is too short not to tell someone you
love them. Do it today. You’ll be glad you did.
This painting will help remind you of what is
truly important.

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK/ GOLD COLORED FRAME

In Summary

049. IN SUMMARY
Impatience is a virtue. It makes you move faster
and keeps you focused on your goals. During
the summer that I painted this canvas, I was
confronted with my own impatience. Hence
the title of this painting: "In Summary".

100 X 70 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK/ WHITE COLORED FRAME

I Must Be Out Of
My Mind

Really.

062. I MUST BE OUT OF MY MIND
The meaning of the name "I Must Be Out Of My Mind"? Sometimes in the literal sense,
because in order to paint I must first get out of my head and feel. Especially when I am
over-stimulated by the world around me. Painting with my head in "on" mode doesn't
work for me. Sometimes the meaning is figurative, because according to some people I
do things for which the world would declare me crazy, or out of my mind. Do I mind that?
No. Both states are nice.

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK COLORED FRAME
ALMELO, THE NETHERLANDS

Kiss A Fish

052. KISS A FISH
"Kiss a Fish" means good luck. And who doesn't need that
in life? This painting started out as a palm branch waving
in the night. After a while, whilst the painting might have
been finished (and a few people advised not to add
anything more to it because they liked it as it was) I went
ahead anyway and it became an underwater world with
colorful fish. Take a chance and go for it, against all
advice. Kiss a fish!

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK COLORED FRAME

Smell The Roses

150 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
ALMELO, THE NETHERLANDS

044. SMELL THE ROSES
I made this painting for a lady who lives up to her
name. Roos (Rose) has a spacious living room with a
very large wall. She wanted a statement painting
above the couch. It became a painting for a
statement woman. One with a mixture of all kinds of
roses and especially her favorite rose: Peony.

Jungle

What is the next adventure?

029. JUNGLE
The world to me is like a jungle. I navigate my way among
beautiful people, life events, and scenery while simultaneously
witnessing and experiencing sometimes challenging events.
You never know what a day in the jungle will bring. However,
this must all be part of the adventure!

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
BLACK/ WHITE COLORED FRAME

It Makes Sense

067. IT MAKES SENSE
I had actually bought this canvas to paint my logo on, but
I didn't feel like doing that anymore. Instead, I started
working on a blue sky and painted yellow flowers on it.
That turned out to be boring. I asked God for help.
Immediately my head went into off-line mode and my
hand moved aimlessly to all sides of the canvas. After a
while it looked like a total failure. Even worse: Then my
hand grabbed a tube of black paint. The brush went over
the canvas and I thought; here goes nothing. When it' s
dry I can paint over it again. With the black paint it
became balanced and beautiful and everything made
sense. Thank you God.

40 X 40 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
GOLD FOIL
PEN
BLACK COLORED FRAME

Colourfull Love

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
BLACK FRAME
OISTERWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS

To My Surprise

100 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS

019. TO MY SURPRISE
On my way to the supermarket in Almelo, I was
surprised to find a field full of poppies. It's
funny how the flower petals smack against
your nose when you try to breathe in their
scent too much. These versatile flowers make
me happy.

Whoosh

070. WHOOSH
My sister thinks I paint like crazy. She was
staying with me and woke up to the sound
my brushes were making on the canvas.
"whoosh whoosh" That's what it sounded like,
she said. Well, so that became the name of
the painting.

70 X 50 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
GOLD FOIL
PEN

Blue Lagoon

Go big, think big. Yes, even bigger than this one.
But I'll start here.
150 X 100 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
GOLD FOIL

071. BLUE LAGOON
Recently, I've been really enjoying painting on
large canvases. You can put a lot more energy
into them. This canvas was actually supposed
to be painted with blue Hortentias, seen from
below. Of course, that didn't happen. It
became a "Blue Lagoon".

Verwondering

"The painting is a journey of discovery for us. We
find surprising colors and details in the painting
every time. It inspires us every day and makes us
happy. A wonderful gift from an extraordinary and
talented artist."
Jan & Ellen Tienstra

068. VERWONDERING
When approached to commission art (if it feels
right) I then tune into the energy of the
commissioner and paint what I feel they need.
It is always exciting, because what one needs
is not always what one wants. Fortunately, Jan
and Ellen were very happy with it.

90 X 70 CM
ACRYLIC PAINT ON CANVAS
PEN
GOLD FOIL
ALMELO, THE NETHERLANDS

Enquiries

Eva van De Burgt | Art
Waregemstraat 13
7559NP Hengelo
The Netherlands

www.evavandeburgt.com
info@evavandeburgt.com
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